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“TROPICO”

(Questions to Sean Scully on the occasion of Sean Scully: Wall of Light,
Centro de Arte Heilio Oiticica, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil August-November 2002)

1). What does the works you are planning in Rochina consist of? Does it
include photographs and paintings?

Phogtographs. My idea is to take photos of children and their physical
universe, inside and outside their house and their windows.

2). Is this work part of the series “ Wall of Light”?

No, that is painting and watercolors and pastels.
3). Onece you said the language you use is part of the contemporary world:
a language of modular repetition. Do you expect to find in the favela the
same characteristics, or do you thisk the favela has its own particular
aesthetic?

Its both. Everybody has a sound system, everybody uses bricks to build
their houses. They all have mass-produced door handles, shoes,
toothbrushes and everything else. However the spaces between
everything that is mass-produced. Are individually invented, and thought
of to solve specific problems.
4). What was your first contact with Rochina? What did you previously
know about it?

When I cam to Sao Paulo Bienal with my paintings, I came in direct
contact with the favela.
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5). What particularly interests you about Rochina?
It demonstrates an extrodinary human capacity to make something cultural out of
poverty. I have respect for it. I admire it.
6). Do you relate the irregular and casual aspect of your painting (a
humanized structure, lifted by hand) of the favela with the handmade
quality of your paintings?

This is a fascinating question. I fight the de-humanizing affect of the
technological juggernaut that is flattening out the world and all its
individuality: by making paintings that can only be made with the hand,
and with emotional, individual human effort and faith. Our future
spiritualty depends on our ability to resist being sanitized, neutralized and
de- personalized by mass-media experiences (which are all clichés) and
pure materialism. Now we have to fight to use our own handwriting.
This is one small example of the depth of the invasion into our personalspiritual space. The favelaa is poor, but it is also vital. It is pu together
in a way that cannot be exactly duplicated.
7). What is the relationship you’re your abstract painting keeps with the
visual world? (Is you creative process roodted in the visible world?)
It is painted with personality. I take a simple structural idea that has been neutralized
and I try to bring it into the world of human body experience and reference to nature
and the colors of nature. The drawing in my work is repetitive, however, it is always
resisting submission to the impersonal or overly-conceptual. I have done the opposite
of the conceptual, abstract painters I see arounds m. I have tried t humanize
abstraction by makingreferences to the natural and spiritual world and the world of
emaotions.
8). Which world is this? What are the elements of the world that are
reinterpretedin your works? Does it always come from the architectural
world: walls, windows, doors, horizons?
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I am fascinated by the facades and openings into the light, that one seees
in windows and doors. Thsey seem to hide , promise and reveal the
layers of our mental and architectural spaces.
9). Does your works act in the edge of visibility?/

My work pushes the limits of abstraction. That is its interest. One might
say it is based on lust. The desire to have everything. The sensual/body
power of figuration and the sublime universal potential of abstraction.
This seems like an impossibility. But so does everything before it is
done. I want to unify both of those human needs and possibilities.
10). Built by non-architects, favelas are considered non-architecture, since
they are marginal to architecture. Does it make any sense to you?

It is absurd to say that the favelas are non-architecture. If someone
paintis a painting and they are not a qualified painter; does it mean
that it is not a painting? My favoritearchitect is Tadeo Ando, and he
is an ex-boxer,a nd self-trained. Favelas are full of site specific
problem solving solutions, where poorr materiqals are stretched to
their limits. That conforms to my idea of invention.
11). Once you wrote: “I am trying to capture something that has a classical
stillness and at the same time has enough emotion or dissonance to create
an unresolved quality…” Is this fragile and ephemeral state of things what
you are looking for in Rochina?
Yes. The reality of a constantly evolving organis reality Is facinatig. Its like
walsking around inside a cubist painting, that is expanding.
12). What is your particular idea about ideas of vunerability, ruin and
decay?
Ruin and decay are part of our struggle with time. And testament to our fragile
mortality. All our buildings fall down, its only a question of time. This leaves us with
nothing but our idea of ourselves, that we canpass on to those who come after us. This is
my notion of spiritualty. It is bound up in the community of us and our evolution toward
something better.
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III Phototgraphy and painting
13). How are these two activities related in your work?
Photography is taking. It is vooyeruism. Ainting is making. Starting wth
nothing. In that sense its permanently primitive.

14). How do you see the relation between painting and
photography in contemporary art?
I believe we have reached a point in our cultural history: of reflections and a
degree f exhaustion. We are uncertain as to how to proceed. Thus the momentary
collapse of modernism. So its natural to want to take pictures (phots) of what we have
made and how we look, and how the world looks. In addition artists are doubtful about
the general global goodness of our world of industrialization. So we want to look at
ourselves and what we are. And so we need a historical moment to breath. We need to
know ourselves better, before we can make future structures. It hink photography is part
of this.
The less positive aspect of photography is that it represents a disturbing
contemporary tendency towards indirect, received, and sanitized experience. The
German photographers represent this preference for a kind of blank perfection.
The surface of the world is becoming neutralized. Everthing is beginning to be
like everytingn else. And the problem is thatpeople are force fed a diet of floating
images, whose surfaces have no personality, or on emight argue: whjose surfaces have
the same’one’ personality; photograohy and television.
There is a whole generation of painters who have capitulated to this pressure, in
an attempt to appear “relevant” and compatible with othere technological and media
forms. Since there are critics writing today, who consider the desire to resist this
neutralization of the surface of painting, and this direct emotional appeal: to be mere ly
nostalgic. They have played a negative role is this relationship by putting pressure on the
paitneres to find strategies in their paintings where they can “conceptualize” the potential
for generating emotion in the brushstroke, for example. Where a distance can be opened
up , nd a greater “analytical” stance can be achieved. This is typified by the photographic
appearance of many paintings, that one sees around these days. Where an
elegantmechanical strategy is used to achieve novel and visual effects.
This, I believe, is a part of the need to examine what we have made so far, rather
thaan making with belief. I understand its causes, though in relation to painting, I
consider it ultimately to be decorative sophism.
In my own painting, I have esponded to the current situation by making my
paintings as an extreme example of what is possible with a paitnied surface. I have tried
to make a universality with personality. Or what I have called a permanent moment:
where a surface is made by hand, and shapes and relationships ae built up with layers of
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moment
I believe tha t the central issues in painting have shifted towards the manner in
which the image is interpreted and paintined. Of course, painters need images. But the
image is re-seen now through its interpretation

15). And how about the light? How does it fall on your work?

